Thursday, 8 October

12:30 -13:00 Registration (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)

13:00 – 14:30 Keynote Robert T. Craig “Models of Communication in and as Metadiscourse” (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)

15:00 -17:00 Session (room B3, Vilnius University Library, Universiteto g. 3)
Mats Bergman “Schemas for Action: A Pragmatistic Perspective on Modelling in Communication Studies”
Kęstas Kirtiklis “In Quest of the Metamodel of Communication”
Emanuel Kulczycki “Should Philosophers Be Allowed to Write Communication History?”

17:30 – 19:00 Session (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)
Roy Christopher “Communication = Contact + Content + Context”
Vasil Penchev “Information and Communication: Mathematical Models”
Friday, 9 October

10:00 – 12:00 Session (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)
Sanda Tomuletiu “Hearers of words: a hermeneutic perspective on communication”
Carlos Roos “A metaphysical account of communication illustrated by The Gold Rush”
Johan Siebers “The communicability of being”

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch break

13:00-14:30 Keynote Klaus Bruhn Jensen “Many-to-one communication - communication and metacommunication in digital media”
(room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)

15:00 – 16:30 Session (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)
Philomen Schönhagen & Silke Fürst “The “mediated social communication” approach: An early discursive mass communication model”
José Gomes Pinto “Rhetoric of Technology: communication as compensation”

17:00 – 18:30 Session (room 201, Faculty of Philosophy, Universiteto g. 9/1)
Maurício Liesen “Beyond letters: Co-respondence as a model of an ex-communication”
Alexandra Makurova “Communication reified: towards the environmental origin of communication”

19:30 Dinner